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United Press

IN OUR 77th YEAR

CHL:AGO. Sept. 4 I - Traffic
deaths for the Labor Day holiday
soared past the 400 mark early
today, but safety officials doubted
that a new record for highway
slaughter would be set.
Late reports were expected to
swell the toll slightly.
Ned H. Dearborn, president of
the National Safety% Council. said
the surge of traffic fatalities expected in the final hours of the
three-day holiday apparently did
not materialize.
We are hopeful," Deal bt.ILII Said,
"that the death toll not only
will fall short of the Labor
Day record but will be substantially

below the pre-holiday estimate of
4110" Press tally showed 420 traffic
fatalities. There also were .68
Will D. Perdue, former prominent
drow:nings, 7 deaths by plane
farmer and fruit grower of the
crashes and 51 due to miscellaneotts
west side of Calloway .7.ounty.
causes.
A passed away at a -hospital in
Texas, with 36 traffic fatalities,
111 Vero Beach. Fla.. on Friday. He
led the highway death toll. Other
was 79 years of age and had
states with high traffic totals were
been in Florida for the past five
California 32, Ohio 30. New York
years. His death was attributed to
27, Missouri and Illinois 23 apiece.
and Michigan and Pennsylvania 20
complications.
Surviving relatives included two
ecch.
daughters. Mrs, Roberta Apker of
Earlier, safety officials had fearbd
Walled Labe, Miele. and Mts.
the generally fair weather across
Robbie Hboon of Paducah; one
the nation and the crush ,of
tomewardsbound motoritts might
sot' Cetus Perdue of Oran. Mo.:
,one brother, F. M. Perdue of
rapaily push the highway toll
Muiray; 14 grandchildren. several
past the record of 453 deaths
great grandchildren.
Set for the holiday iii 1953.
Mr Perdue was: preceded in
States massed policemen and
death by his wife, the former
volunteers to cope with the probNellie Booker, on October 22,
lem of hurrying and nerve-frayed
1945.
!motorists returning home from
The deceased was a member
vacation resorts and outings to be
of the West Fork Baptist church
on the job today.
where funeral services will be
Biggest Jump in fatalities had
conducted Wednesday at 2:30 p.m.
been expected during the twilight
with J. H. Thurman .officiating.
and night hours ending the Labor
Burial will be in the church
Day weekend, traditionally the
()cemetery.
HAMDEN, Conn., Sept. 4 lie - last fling of summer. But :he
The J. H. Churchill Funeral The
released its only known closing hour surge brought a few
Home is in charge of the arrange- etiepect today in the hunt for the death reports from the nation's
ments. Friends may call at the mysterious dark skinned woman roads.
funeral host* where the remains believed to have kidnaped 8-weeks
Maniple Traffic Midis's!,
will be until the hour of the old Cynthia Ruotolo.
Most auto fatalities accounted
funeral service. '
Four women shoppers at the for single deaths. There were.
Sears and Roebuck store where however, a few multiple traffic
the infant was abducted Saturday mishaps.
Near Newark. Ohio. a family of
failed to identify a former mental
patient brought in by Middletown, five was killed when their auto
crashed into the side of a milk
Conn., police.
The woman, Miss Stella Xena- truck.
Three teenage youths drowned
kias, 23, of New Haven, Conn., Was
found Monday night walking along near Zanesville. Ohio. when their
LONDON, Sept. 4 afl -British
down a 40-foot ema road in a dazed condition, her car plunged
officiels hinted today that shop)bahlunent into the Muskingum
scratched by bushes.
arms
lifting charges against Nina PeroRiver.
mareva, the hat-loving Jman
A tWo-car accident nee
CaeMen absoltwl ttie4_vrainan
discus champion. nifilht b Weep- any. connection m•tate else atter N. Y.. took 'the liveu of tow sten.
pod But already there will signs aiming booms .014Swillawing early and. a three-MY smaihugi ;_,osear
the case might have repercussions today.
Hudson, N. Y., accounted for the
In the next Olympic games.
"They couldn't identify her," deaths of two wemen and a man.
.1 , Nina, rernalaed a fugitive from Hamden Deputy Police Chief
In another mishap, four persons
British justLe in the Soviet Ern- Frank Cattaneo said after the four Including two children drowned
basey while her 59-fellow athletes woman shoppers had looked at the when their boat capsized in rough
and officials took off for home auspeizt.
water on Lake Houston near Hufflinen, Tex.
Monday in a chartered airliner.
Have Single Clue
A Soviet Embassy spokesman
immediately
authorities
The
confirmed that the 27-year old
mother was still in the embassy clamped down again its veil of seon "millionaire row" and added, crecy centered around a single
"she will be leaving London in clue, the swarthy, stockywoman of
about 35 who was seen carrying a
two or three days time."
The British Amateur Athletic baby from the Sears and Roebuck
' Federation hinted it might take store where Mrs. Eleanor Ruotolo,
some action of its own in the case. 29, was shopping.
Renewal of a "human chain"
It denied it had accepted a Russian invitation for a return match searrn by hundt-eds of volunteers
in Moscow next year and Said it was called off by authorities who
Murray is working hard trying
would make a full report to the feared that the kidnaper might be
Athletic frightened by crowds and abandon to get ready for Friday's encounter
Amateur
International
Federation on the "ursfortunate the baby to her death. The recent with 'Russellville, according to
cancellation" of the Soviet-British kidnaper of Peter Weinberger had Coach Ty Holland of the Murray
match by the disgruntled Ru- left him to die in a patch of woods High Tigers. The Tigers squad
near a Long Island road soon after has been plagued by injuries to
slam; because of the incident.
key players during the pracfice
fa This could result in a new Crisis his July 4 abduction.
sessions, but hopes are that they
in Soviet sports co-existence with
Some grumbling and resentment will be in good shape by Friday.
the West. Observers said it was
were heard among the volunteer
Brewer. star Murray fullback.
.,obvious that the Soviet 'amateur"
searchers When police called off has a bad ankle, but it is much
athletes were ordered by their
Monday a search centered around better and barring a new injury
government not to compete with
Mill River, a three foot deep is expected to see service Friday.
the British team after Nina was
stream near the stoic where CynRussellville is reported to be
accused.
thia was taken from her carriage. better than last year, bigger and
Thanks Crowd
stronger and ...fester. A good contest
"We're only trying to help speed is seen for the opening game
the baby's safe return," said 'Jo- however.
I
seph Casper, thanking a crowd of
Murray has a good home schedule
about 500 persons assembled in this year with the full schedule
front of Haniden police headquar- as follows:
ters.
Sept. 7, Russellville, home
Desperate appeals by Stephen
14. Morganfield, away
Ftuotolo, 31 and his wife, assibted
21, Mayfield, home
28. Fulton, away
by their neighborhood priest, were
directed to a woman. Police theoOct. 5, Bowling Green. home
12. Madisonville, away
rize that a woman abducted the
Mrs. Jesse Marine. age 59, passed child as re, ransom note was left.
19, Henderson Co.. home
away at the Murray Hospital this The
in
26. Hopkinsville, away ,
rebroadcast
appeals,
morning at 11:45. She was stricken French. Itakan, Spanish and Greek, Nov. 2, Caldwell Co., home
ovith a heart attack yesterday and promised no reprisals if the baby
9. Trigg County. home
was carried to the hospital last was returned safe.
night She had been suffering
"We have checked every lead, no
train a heart condition for seven matter how faint but It has netted
years.
us nothing," Police Chief Harry
The deceased is survived by her Barrows said.
husband, Jesse Marine of Murray
"We are hoping now that the
By UNITED 14$ESII
Route Two; two daughters, Mrs. conscience
the unidentified
of
Southwest_ Kentucky - Partly
Hovitird Bazzell of the county and woman who took the baby will
cloudy, not muler-thange in temMrs. Sam Myers of Benton; two give us the break we are looking
perature today. high 80 to 85.
sons._ Rob Marine of the county for," Barrows said.
Increasing cloudiness tonight and
and Jesse Ray Marine of KalamaThe appeals directed the "wet-n- Wednesday with widely scattered
zoo, Mk-h., four sisters, Mrs. Gels en" to return the child to one of
showers. Low tonight 85. high
Mrs.
Nanny,
Louis
Thompson, Mrs.
the town's 13 churches.
Wednesday 84 to 88.
Burr Waldrop. and Mrs. George
brothSteele, all of Murray; two
Some 5:30 a m. temperatures:
ers, Bun Wilson of Akron. Ohio.
Louisville 65. Lexington 64, Bowland Hugh Wilson of Murray; ten
ing Green 52. Paducah 61, Coydrnndoh Wren.
.ington 64. London h5 and HopkinsMrs. Marine, who was the formvale 61.
Surplus food commodities will
er Vonnie Wilson, Wm a member
Evansville. Ind., 59
of the Union Grove Church of be distributed Friday. September
Christ where the funeral will be 7, in back of Tabers Upholstery
REVERSE TWIST
conducted at a time and date to Shop oh North 3rd Street. from
Corm. -The highHARTFORD.
to
p.m.
am.
4:30
be announced Istar. B111'40'411 be AJ:30
Applications win be taken at est bidders to operate a city-owned
in The Tucker Family Cemetery.
leading
Friends may call at the J. H. the second Monday of each month parking garage were the
it
Churchill Funeral Herne until the in the jury room of the court opponents of the project whee
was being considered
'house..
hour of the service.
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City Schools ,
Open Monday
Murray ligh School opened Monday morning for ,the new school
year and 439 students have enrolled
in the upper six grades, according
to Supt W Z. Carter.
Carter said that registration' for
the high sotool will close today
after which no students will be
accepted except those moving to
Murray from out of town. This
wes the largest enrollment in
history at t'ne high school
The two elementary schools, A.
B. Auslin and W. Z. Cat ter, also
opened on Monday. For the 12
teams at Austin which includes
two rooms for each of the first
six grades there were 442 enrolled.
The five roems at Carter School
reported an enrollment of 155.
Douglass High School has an
enrollment of 141 according le
Supt. Carter.
. The county high schools open
tuday witivIdurrae Training School
opening 88 Wednesday.

Violence Hits
School Opening

buses that ordinarily would be
By W. F. MiDDLEBROOKS
Untied Press Staff Correspondent i jammed arrived with four or five
CLINTON, Tenn., Sept. 4 Of - passengers.
Negro pupils returned today to an ! Negro pupils came in private
integrated high school with Na- cars as they did all last week.
As they entered the. building.
tional Guardsmen watching from
chorused,
boys
white
a close, vantage point for a breek- several
"Let's don't, go to school" and
out earf fresh racial violence.
Only the jeers of a group of walked away.
Clinton and Oliver Springs were
white boys greeted the nine Negroes who entered the school not alone in the South wilts racial
through a side door for their sec- troubles today.
ond week undvr the new inteIn Mansfield. Tex.. Gov, Allan
Negroes Shivers sent two Texas Rangers
system. Three
grated
were absent.
to Mansfield High School to preArmed Guardsmen and state vent violeince if three Negroes
troupers were rushed into Clinton make another attempt to enroll.
and to nearby Oliver Springs dur- The three Negro students, all
ing the weekend to put down wild boys, were frightened away last
demonstations over admission of week by a mob of 400 angry white
the
surrounded
who
High persons
the Negroes to Clinton
School. A Negro shot a white man school.
at Oliver Springs, 20 miles from
Clifford L. Davis, attorney for
here.
the National Association for the
A public address system was set Advancement of Colored People in
this morning near the school in Fort Worth had applied for regisup
--PRESIDENT EISENHOWIIR appeared thoughtful
RAFAEL, Calif4- Sept.--4-414 event Adj. Gen. Joe Henry of the tration for the students . by telk
he answered questions at his first postcon- -SAN
Scaichers combed rugged moun- state troaus should need to go on gram. School Superintendent R. L.
vention press conference in Washington, D. C. PtOmton terzein today for the body the au to encourage peace. But it Huffmail refused to accept the terof
avenue
possible
ising the exhaustion of "...,every
egraphed application and said the
of a pretty and cheerful coed wasn't needed.
he later
settlement in the Suez
Negroes would have to appear
who mysteriously plunged 2.500
Utile Discipline, Attendance
.
flashed the patented "Ike" -grin when the roomful
Thinps were generally quiet, ex- personally.
feet to her death from an airof reporters turned the questioning to lighter
plane.
cept for the jeers. of white youths
"'Kt WorUs Trouble Eason
(International Soundphoto)
Authorities called the death of in the school yard. But all the
Davis said the Negro students
Flora Elizabeth Anderson. 21. a troubk here has knocked t h e might try to attend today if the
"bizarre and unexplainable" suicide. props from under school diesipline crowd isn't there. "If the crowd
Miss Anderson, a graduate political and attendance.
is there, it might not be reason.
science student at the University
Only half the usual crowd of 800 able for them to try to' enter,'
of California, had thrown herself pupils Was present today. School he salt
_ 24
Census
from the light airplane after a
Ratial trouble in Fort Worth, 18
60
Adult Beds
desperate struggle with the pilot
miles to the naethwest, appeared
36
Emergency Beds
ho tried to restrain her.
to hive soled today with the re2
Pa4nts Admitted
The pilot,_ Stanle_y Gordon, 26,
port titata Negro, Lloyd G. Aus1
Patients Dismissed O..e
Vedal. ,.C.d11L. landed the
ittanoved into an all-white
tin, l
G LANnazir
tients admitted fredriliglity I
'tented Arrow,* Chief Mine bare
'k ogslie Riverside section had
now Press Staff Corredrandleat
pm_
Ss Idwallay3
Mandass, and gold pace Mite
ietithilthoufe.
, CAIRO, Sept. 4 4P Mrs Edward Henson. Hardin: Anderson had jumped from the
Austin had fired a shot into a
Carnal Abdel Nasser meets for the
A quiet holiday weekend was
Cecil Eldridge. Rt. ta Murray: Dan plane after a silent struggle with
milling crowd which gathered is
third time with the Suez Canal
rcported by Sheriff Brgiham FutRoberts Pugh, 418 S. 9th St., him.
front of his house Sunday night.
Committee tonight when informed
only
with
James
Police
C:ty
rell
the
(Madeline)
and
Mrs.
Murray;
Gordon said he had rented the
The bullet struck an -automobile.
sources said he would reply to
Roy Collie. Rt. 5, Benton; Mrs. plane at the San Rafael Airport to one accident, three arrests, ana
In other school integration dethe Dulles plan ifer placing the
reported.
Murray;
Ann Copeland, Rt. 2.
take- Miss Anderson on a flying four citations being
legislators
Virginia
velopments
waterway under international conThe accident oo,urred Saturday
Mrs. Gene Collins and baby boy, date.' to Stinson Beach, a resort
citizens met in Richprivate
and
trol.
Rt. 1. Hardin; Mrs. Annie Downs, area on the Pacific Ocean a few near Parkers Store in the Center
mond to reopen a special session
Ridge area when Mrs. -.is-.DougMirth of San Francisco.
Australian Prime altinkter Rob- at. L Lynn Grove; James: Kelley.of the General Assembly and hold
Leon
Mrs.
1950
a
Farmington;
lass
driving
Buick..
dalided
2.
Rt,
posse
sheriff's
Martin
County
A
ert Gordon Menzies, head of the
a public hearing on a half dozen
helicopter with Donald C. Berry of SpringAir Force
sn
five-nation Suez Committee, was Burkeen and baby girl. 601-Se 9th and
'Turner Searched the rugged Mt. Tamalpais field. Ohio, driving a 1946 DeSoto. Plans for 'keeping schools segreFrank
Mrs.
Murray;
St.,
cautiously optimistic. But new war
George area for several hours late Monday The collision took place on a gated.
threats, increased military prepa- and baby boy. Hazel; Mrs.
3. Zone but found no trace of the San curve on the road leading from
Route
72.
Box
Underhill.
Governor Offers Reward
rations and a sudden new spy
Solon Inman. Francisco coed.
the highway to t h e Douglass'
Tennessee Gov. Frank Clement's
crackdown increased tension in 13, Louisville; Mrs.
Slusmeyer,
Lewis
but
injured,
was
one
Hardin;
cabin.No
Rt. 1,
ioffice tpday offered a S5.000 reAssistant District Attorney Roger
this sweltering Nile city.
Mrs. Taz Galloway, Garety and sheriff's investigator damage was considerable to both ward for the arrest of five men
Menzies and his committee made Rt. 2. Murray;
5,
Rt
Kirk,
were
Naudy
persons
Marco Meluvich -questioned the cars; however both
who beat up two National Guardsup of representatives from the Almo; Mrs.
Gurthrie Wallace, bespectacled pilot for several hours. able to drive their cars after the men enroute to a guard meeting
United States, Sweden, Iran and Benton; Mrs.
Charlie
Mrs.
Pond;
Garety said that at this. stage accident.
near Soddy. some 80 miles southEthiopia, met the revolutionary Rt. 2, Golden
2, Kerksey; W. H. the incident appeared to be suicide,
One arrest for reckless driving west Of Clinton.
president twice Monday when the Johnson, Rt.
Billie
Mrs.
Murray;
and that Gordon had been re- i.and one for breach of peace was
A spokesman said the two solsilver-haired Australian outlined Morgan, Rt. 6.
Murray.
made by the Sheriff over the diers who were not identified were
leased.
The Suez plan put fcrth by Secre- Moody. Rt. 5.
Gordon said Miss Anderson was weekend. The City Police reported going to a meeting at Dayton.
tary of State John Foster Dulles.
A third meeting was tolled for PRISONERS RIOLD FIELD DAY sitting behind him in the small they made one arrest for drunk- Tenn.. when five melt in a car
OSSINING. N. Y. l - The cabin when he noticed while flying ness and gave four citations for halted them.
this afternoon when Nasser may
beaten
were
The guardsmen
outline how he would like to calm prisoners at Sing Sing here had over Mt. Tamalpais that the doer ricklesS driving.
Sheeiff Futrea said that he has when one of them answered "yes"
the furore aroused by his July 28 a field day Monday. But it was was partly open and her feet
shoal
county
he
following
the
begun
to a question as to whether they
nationalization of the old Suez Ca- limited to foot and sack races and were outside. Gordon said
sweater buses and asks the public to be would go to Clinton if ordered.
nal Company. This plan calls for various types of jumping contests grabbed the girl by her
the
hurtled especially careful to watch
Police said the shooting at Oliinternaticnal guarantees which arranged for the entertainment but she wrenched free and
and unload ler Springs happened Often a
Egypt would like to be expressed of the inmates by the prison's into space. She said nothing during buses as they load
the children.
the struggle. Gordon said.
large group of white men, just rethrough a new 45 nation confer- athletic director
turned from an anti-Negro meetence.
ing, attacked a car filled with NeOpposes 'Dulles Plan
groes and began rocking the car.
Two Negroes jumped from the
Nasser already has let it be
car, One waving a pistol and the
knewn he is opposed to the Dulles
other firing a shotgun. The white
plan and will not surrender EgYP'men scurried for cover, but one
tian sovereignty over the Canal.
man, Jack Pain, was wounded in
The opposed positions showed' the
the aim by a blast from the shottalks were near a deadlock even
gun.
before they began.
patrolman.
state highway
A
Trooper Roy Mynatt, said he was
These other developments alflied or. by the,Negroes following'
most overshadowed the talks:
the incident. Pain was the only
1. Defense Mlnister Maj. Gen.
person wounded and he was treatAbdel Hakim Amer electrified
ed by a private physiaian and reCairo by accusing Britain a n d
leased
France of making "military, atTanks Rushed To Ares
tempts against her.
A crowd of some 150 men, some
2. The government disclosed that
antned with shotguns, gathered in
18 more persons had been arrested
of Oliver
the colored section
in a new sweep against an alleged
Springs fcllowing the shooting and
British espionage ring. The British
the National Guard rushed 100
Embassy said a fourth Briton, ,
men and a tank from Clinton to
John Thornton Stanley, of the p1-u-'
prevent further violence.
dential Assurance Co., was arrestCity officials said that the 12
ed at his home.
Negro students who broke t h e
France Sends Troops
state's classroom color line for the
first time in history would return
3. France sent new shiploads of ,
to Clinton High today. They first
troupe into the eastern Mediterraiel
enteied the previously all - white
ean and defense ministry sources
school last Monday.
said "several thousand" parachutThe National Guard was expectists would be in Cyprus within the
These newly elected officers and E. Owen, second vice-president: Mrs. John 0. Pasco .Music: Md. ed to continue regular patrols with
next two days. ready to strike in
Mrs. Matt Sparkman. recording A G. Wilson, Sterna; Mrs, Charles jeeps carrying mounted machine
stantly at the Suez should action committee women of the Murray
/secrete ry: Mrs. James Lasseter, D Clark, Zeta.
guns and to post guards near the
becorne necessary_
Woman's Club have selected the
10) d
secretary: Missgroncm,CI,
Correntittee chair-lean
Mrs school building.
4. France and Britain blocked a "Youth of Our Community" as
Adjutant General Joe Henry,
George Hart, ivjc. Mrs. John
walkout by non-Egyptian Suez Ca- their project for the coming year. ces Sexton. treaeurer.
Quertermous. finance; Mrs. C. C. who led the guard detachment
nal pilots. A delegation of pilots
cerium ittee
atfOers and
New
Department chairmen - Mrs G Lowry. publicity; Mrs. A F. Dor- into Oliver Springs. a community
went to Lerniailia to hand in their women include.
B. Scott, Alpha. Mrs. A. C. Sand- an. legislative; Mrs. R. W. Churc- of mime 2.000 persons Jingly perprovisional rest-grabens-Ann they' ▪ General officers - Mrs. J. I. ers Delta, Mrs V. E Windsor, hill. yearbook; Mrs. George E. suaded the angry group of men
were persuaded to uphold any action until the end of the Menzies' Hosick. president: Mrs H. T. Wald- Creative Arts. Mrs. E S. Ferguson. Overbey, club house; Mrs. Myrtle to ieturn to their homes early
this morning.
rop. first vice-president; Mrs. L. Garden. Mrs. Nix Crawford. Home. J Wall, auditor,
Nassertalks.
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- SPORT PARADE -

MAJOR LEAGUE Two Athletes From
Mayfield At Morehead

By OSCAR FRALEY
United Press Sports Writer
*TATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVES', WALLACE WITMER CO., 1368 NEW YORK UP - The Babe's big record appeared Rafe
*dentine, Memphis, Tenn., 250 Park Ave. Nev. Yolk, 307 N Michigaa today for at least another
year and the barrier was shapChicago. 80 Bolyston St.. Boston.
ing up as one of mind as well as muscle.
•
Mickey Mantle still is making his assault on Ruth's
batored at the Poet Office. Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as
mark of 60 home runs in one season. But, only two games
Second Clam Matter
j ahead of Ruth's territiv September pace, the kid from
SUINICRIPTION RATER By Carrier in Murray. pee Rant Mk, per
Oklahoma seemed doomed to failure by needing 17
ssb lie. la Calloway and adjoining counties, per year $3-30: elseround trips in a mere 2S games.
where. OM
It installs the Bambino's home run record its one of the
ileading mental bloklis in sports - along with the 16TUIMDAY -.4.:PTEMBER 4, 1914
.•••••
AINIMMMINNES
foot pole vault, batting .400 and winning 30 games.
The
omile,n e
ntil ILI-L(
t. 11)0tlasrhgoetr putwhenn tthincluded the
listfour-minute
and
seven-foot
ihigh jump. All of those have been accomplished. yet
Ledger aad Times File

•.

MOREHEAD. dry - Two st•i
athletics groen Mayfield High Sawn:
Mayfield. Ky., have enrolled at
Morehead State •.:ollege

Dodters And Redlegs
Trill Braves 34 Games 'I
er Doubleheaders

Rex Story, an all-state basketbailer and Janney Story a 7th team
MI-American high footballer. will
The Dodgers defeated Bob Friend,
By EARL WRIGHT
*bend Morehead, athletic directot '
6-3. :n the opener but he returned
Writer
Sports
Preis
Cubed
and head baskeLL.all coach Bob
The . magic cumber was 20 ir t• halt a rally in the eigoth
Laughlin said today.
inning of the second game and as
I the Milwaukee Braves today beRex Story. a six foot two inch cause young Hank Aaron went on preserve a 3-2 triumph for Elroy W
W.
" 18-year old, averaged 19.8 points a batting spree while the Brooklyn Face. The Dodgers blew cnances
ret 41
Milwaukee
81 50 .618
a game during his senior year at Dodger "old pros" failed to hit to at least tie the game in the
Brooklyn
78 54 .511
e eighth and ninth w hen such
Mayfield High School. He lea in the clutch against the s.xth-pla,
Cincinnati
78 54 M1
vcteiang as Duke Snider, Jackie
Maybeld to the state tournament Pittsburgh Pirates.
80 485
Robinson and Carl Fusin° couldn't
.their doing was only a matter of time as the athletes St. Louts
during his junior and senior years
64
81 611 473
The second-place Dodgers anu make clutch hits.
• Will Myers, Jr., 25. and Raymond H. Darnall, 38. grew bigger and stionger and training techniques im- Philadelphia
and was an all-state choice his
Ptitsiburgh
58 75.416
Cincinnati Rediegs came out of
The New York Yankees boosted
" Senior year.
were suffocated in a welr-digging tragedy on the latter', proved
Ncw York
double-headers still their American League lead to
53 77 .4f*
"
b`
'
-r D
Jimmy Story, a 5-11, 185-pounder"
farm near Hardin Wedngadiy morning, September 4.
Need A Pace-Setter
Chicago .
games, games and reduced their -mag.c
52 79.317
who will play football at Morehead. ualling the Braves by Pa
Funeral services for the two men were held Friday.
Still, they were made difficult by mental barriers
'lettered in football. basketball and Any combination of Brooklyn or ratnioa ir- to 15 u) *hopping the
Sptember 6, at the Union Hill Church Of Christ.
and needed only a pace-setter to crash through and show
_Cincinnati lockee and Braves tri- Baltimore
6-1 and 3 0.
baseball at Mayfield. Jimmy
James Ralph Shell, Joe Hal. Spann, Eugene G. All- the way. An example is the four-minute mile which, since
a 7th team All-American choice uniphs adding up to 20 *ill give yogi laar:a 11.1 twi, homers to back
britten, and Gorge Otis West,
will leave Wednesday. Roger Bannister cracked it only two years and two Brooklyn 4 Pittsburgh 3. lit
it: his senior year. an honorable baseball happy Milwaukee the Na- Johnny Rucks' sevenoh.t pitching
Sptembet 11, for induction into the Armed Forces. They months ago, has been broken a total of 16 times by 10 Pittsburgh 3 Brooklyn 2. 2nd
in the opener and Don Larsen
mention all-stater and played in ti.onal League pennant.
are all volunteers.
Caldon.
sl yalef.our his to win the
different runners.
Philade:phia 5 New York I 1st
divAidaerontwoengaabmleesd
Bcrisheescinhattot oec
the All-Americiqi high school goirnethe
Mrs. Russell Philips left Wednesday for Lexington • Before Mantle began his current assault on the Ruth New York 2 Philadelphia I. 2nd
with
at Memphis this summer.
Pitcher E..rly Wynn singled Gene
despite some fielding lapses that
where she will be house mother at the Tri Delta Sorority mark, three others had failed. They were flack Wilson Milwaukee 3 Cirocinnati 2. 1st
6. must have made Manager FreeWoodling twine in the ninth'inning
House on the University Campus.
with 56 in 1930, Jimmy Foxx with 58 in 1932 and Hank Cincinnati 7 Milwaukee 5. 2nd
Detroit
65 66 .496 19
Haney wish the Milwaukee dugout to give the Second-place Cleveland
Of interst to a wide circle of friends is the marriage Greenberg also only two away in 1938.-Each will tell you St. LOW' 4 ChLago 2. lit
Baltimore
58 72 .446
cooler contained something stronger Indians a 2-1 victory after Vic
of Miss Rcisemary jeffrei', daughter of Mr. and Mrs. of the tremendous nervous pressure of those last few Chicago It St. Louis 0. 2nd
Washington .
54 76 .415 29,i.
Power drove in three runs with
than water.
Glin Jeffrey, to Galen Miller Thurman Jr. son of Mr. weeks.
Kansas City
12 88 323 41 1,
two homers to help the Kansas
libels Two Homers
and Mrs. Thurman, Sr., whieh was an event of SeptemThere are those who insist that should Mantle break
Hank blasted two nome,s and City Athletics win the first game, V
ber 2. The double' ring ceremony was read by Rev. J. H. Ruth's 60 in a season. master Mickey is competent of
then scored the winning run at:ex 5-2. Any combination of ...leveland
Pittsburgh 10 Phitudelphia 6, lit
Thurman at his home.
going on to hit 65 or 70. It's the mental tortureof getting Pittdaurgh 5 Philadelphia
doubling in the ninth as Milwaukee losses and New York victories
I. 2nd
New York 6 Baltimore 1. 1st
Six teams of men are working to secure funds for over the Ruthian , hump which is the chief roadblock.
rallied to win the opener. 3 2. adding to 15 woll give the Yankees
.New York 2 Brooklyn 1. 1st
New York 5 Baltimore 0, 2nd
the 1946 Calloway County Fair and Beef Cattle Show
Cincinnati wan the nightcap. 74, the pennant.
Some of the great hitters, such as Stan Musial. claim New York 4 Brooklyn 1. 2nd
7
Ramon
Washington
5,
1st
Drives In Eight Runs
to be held September 18. 19. and 20.
while Aaron looked a homer and
that there will never be another .400 hitter. Eight players Cincinnati 3 Chicago 2
. Keeton 16 Washington 0, 2nd
dtSuble to regain the National. The Boston Red Sox. with Jim
:have reached those stratospheric hitting heights a total Milwaukee 6 St. Louis 3
Kansas City 5 Cleveland 2. 1st
League batting leadership krune Piersall driving in eight runs,
.of 13 times in the modern era. The last in the National
Cleveland 2 Kansas City 1. 2lici
Wally Moon of the St. Louis defeated the Wash:ngton Senators,
League was Ted Williams in 1941.
Detroit 11 Chicago 8. 1st
7-3 and 16-0. The Detroit Tigers
Cardinals with a .327 average.
' Blain* Rabbit Ball
Ctueago 5 Detroit 3. 2nd
Milwaukee outfielders made two pounded . five Wh.te SOX pitchers
New
York
at
Philadenshis.
night
There hasn't been a 30-game winner since Dizzy Dean
errors and turned three other for an 11 8 victory but Larry
in 1934. a matter of some 22 years. The pitchers blame Cincinnati at Milwaukee. night
drives into doubles by mishandling I)0h)% Minnie Minors., Fred Hatfield
Games
Only
Games
Scheduled
the "rabbit " ball and home run fever - but neither the
them as they made teammate Lew and Jim Rivera hit homers toWashaniton 4 New York 3
averages nor the pitching goes uw
Burdett* sweat to win the opener. help Chicago win the second game,
Chicago 4 Cleveland 3
Aaron dropped a fly by Wally Post 5-3.
Pole vaulters insist the 16-foot vault is possible. Still.
Detroit 3 Kansas City I
In the other National League
and Bill Bruton dropped uric by
while there are a half dozen 15-footers in business, the Pittsburgh at Brook'
n. night
Baltimore 11 Boston 10
Smoky Burgess, but both Redlegs games, the Chicago Cubs defeated
extra few inches are a mind-paralyzing barrier.
New Yoh at Philade ph:a. nIght
were thrown out trying to get the St. Louis Caidnials, 8-0, after
Sam Snead. the golfer, can tell you about those nerve Chicago at St. Louis. night
losing the first game, 4-2. Walt
another base on the miscues,
processes. He missed the U. S. Open on his first try by Cincinnati at Milwaukee
The spilt before a record Mil- Moryn of the. Cubs hit one homer
one shot and blew it the next time with a tragic eight
Benton at Washington, night
waukee Stadium crowd of 47,604 in the first game and - two more
Four times he has come home second.
-WCleveland at Kansas City. night
Lave Brooklyn a chance to gain in' the second. Jackie Rrandt's
"If I had won that first one," he admits disconsolately.
Detroit at Chicago, night
on both the Braves and Redleds single scored Willie Mays in the
"I might have Von it a half dozen times. But now it
Only Games Scheduled
But the Dodgers, reeling through eighth to give the New York
has become a mental jinx."
W. L. PcL GO
their third double-heacier in as Giants a 2-1 victory after Bob
Mantle, a quiet young man, doesn't speak much. But
w York
85 48 .829
many days opened a long home Miller, formerly a relief pitcher,
leading
e Undoubtedly knows what Sam_tniWts.-Cleveland
75 55 577
stand by dividing with in* lowly Save onlY four lots in
Ike philadelphia PhiSies to a 3-1
Ctuciago
72 58 .554 11 1- Baltimore at Washington. night
Pirates.
Hunan
71 59 .546 12ts I
,
Onl_y GaInts. Schedule•A
%tsars

STANDINGS

National League

10 Years Ago This Week

•

Yesterday's Games

Sunday's Games

Yesterday's Games

I

Today's Games

Sunda?*

Tomorrow's Games

Today's Games,.

•

American League

Tomorrow's Games

Ftedri March. Cameron Ilitchell-ancLTerry Moore
three •
e stars -0f "Man an A Tightrope," topical
Twentieth Clintury-Ovx *tiller coming WednaMay
and ThitinsdaY to the 'Murray Drive-In Theatre, are
captured- in an important scene from the' picture,
which also stars Gloria Grahame and features Adcil-

Enjoy es
But Play It
Cautiously

phe Menjou.

THE CALLOWAY COUNTY LUMBER COMPANY
IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE

Fishing Report

•

You can still enjoy Kentucky's
ISM and rIVers
•August and
early September. but be sure to
Water: 90 Degrees - Clear - Nor- stewart 12 Striper and 6 L.M. play safe. Swimming was onse
mal Level 4A drop of 4 degrees,
considered taboo during the "dog
Bass. top 3 lbs. Spoonpiug.
Remarks: A cold srip
week I Charlestown. West Virginia: Ed days." but this idea is not generally
has. given .us very pleasant tern-i Johnson and Earl W. Heines of accepted today
peratures and four degrees cooler I Huntington 14 Striper. Spoonplug.
Because this season is often
resulting in much better I Madisonville, Ky-: J. W. Hatchell
fishing.
and Dave Jordan 9 L.M. Baas, very dry, there is more danger
af the swimmer's being exposed
Individual Kentucky Lake Catches average 3 Ras each, Bomber.
G-an:te C.ty, Il.....norso Or. David! Franklin. Kentucky: J. C Slavin to typhoid sea other drseases
Friedman and :..rns 51 Steper, 14 and Willard -Law 13 L.M. Bass. through stagnant water Also. warn.ngiii- 'Were formerly issued against
L.M. Ef231.--Spo•-iriplug
1
.
1
to 3 lbs. S.O.S.
and -troweled beeches due-1- ..out3;
...6•41skily. lileniacky: -Jacirlic- outings
drIch -and son 12 Striper up tal Elwain and Robbie Pitts .34 Striper. ins the peak of the po.to season.
Better sanitary facilities and the
212 lbs and two 4 lb L.M. Basis 13 L.M. Bass. Spoonplug.
preventive vaccines today
SpConplug. Tory Guldstern-1.1 StepPaducah. Kentucky: John Husig use. of
er up to 312 lb. Spoonplug.
IS Crappie. F. E. Dunn 7 2rappie, are protection against those particular hazards.
.. Park Ridge: Mr. and Mrs. Howard average 1+: lbs. live minnows.
Murray. Kentucky: Col. J. D.
Accidents. nowever. caused by
111111111111111111111111Mall Jackson and Sgt. Ray Vaughn rudeness and carelessness Can still
19 Striper up to 3 lb. Spoonplu& make water sports quite dangerous.
D. Shelley and Oils Duncan 11I Last year 110 Kentuckians drownStriper 1 to 2is lb. Spooianhig.
ed in boating or swimming acciHoplUnsville. Kentucky: Calvin dents. the larger: per cent of
Moran Lull John McCoy • 4 Ease. them vJung men between the
top 3 lb 10 es -and one White ages of fifteen and twenty-four.
Perch 4 lb 2 oz. A. N. Buchanan Thirteen of the victims were wom'8 S.riper. 7 ,L.M. Bass and 2 en. nine of them under the age
Crappie. Spoonplug. Tommy Datillo of twenty-llve. These acsidents I
.,.id Eugene Lowery 20 Striper, could have been avoided. Simple'
White Fly Jumps.
and sane do's and don't's will
P.S. With cooker wa*.er. we teel save your life on the wets?.
1:-)1h at Poplar -- Call 479
that hafting will continue :o show Observe the following rules folmprovernent.
boating:
I. Know the limitations of your
bout:don't overload_ the number of
seats taes not indicate the tena-

The Niw Revolving Bild-A - Count
Credit Plan

Funeral Wreaths

SEAT COVERS
PRICED
BELOW REPLACEMENT COST
• ALL SALES FINAL
• NO REFUNDS

BILEIREY'S
Car and Home Supply
um)

Phone 886

210 Main

TIRES

A. It is our new credit service-a new and
easier, plan.for badiust-minded people. It
.is used just like a charge account, but instead of paying the full amount, you pay
only one-sixth of a prearranged credit limit
each month.

A. Absolutely itett----This is a continotts credit
limit and you may continously buy on credit the differenc between what you owe and

Q. Who
be?

Q.

determines what our credit limit will

you can

Must I

wait until the full credit limit is
paid out until I can make other purchases
on credit?

the limit.
Is there a charge for this service?

A. Yes, a small service charge is added each
month, based on the outstanding balance.

conveniently pay out of your income each
month.

4rtistical;y Arrangad

ON

Q.

A. Wu set the limit, based on what

and Sprays

Clearance

Q. What is the REVOLVING BILD-A-COUNT
Plan?

Q. Can we chlinge our credit limit?
Q. If I can pay

$10

monthly, what would my

credit limit be?

A. Certainly; if you can make larger monthly

-A. Six times the $10 or $60. See table beton'.
I

Monthly
Payment
PIANO PLAT10113 will be the
talent lovely Lynn Holden of
Milwaukee carries to Atlantic
City, N. J., as "Miss Wisconsin" in the "Miss America"
beauty pageant, Lynn is 5feet-8N, weighs 130. measures
84-24-34, has brown hair and
brown eyes.
(/eternationali

city
2. DONT run motor boats at
high speed near swimmers, anchored Cr tied-up boats. or docks.
rank
This is the signature 01.
amateur.
3. Be careful- with cigarettes and
matches on a motor-driver, craft
Never smoke while gassing (W.
with
Ow when you are in tree
4. Don't sit or swim where you
wate y- could be drawn- into the propellor!
"
r - •
2. H the Ogee is unfamiliar to
5. Always carry a light; even
though you hadn't meant to et*, you, learn ebnnt it first and avoin
out after dark. boats have a way tak'r4 chances
3 Deray diving until you are
et changing your plans.
6 Learn the water in your area i tiortvineed the v.ater is deep enough
-where the Jtumin. shalloir chars. for safety and free from dangerous
• irocks and stumps
nets. and other hazards aref.
7. Learn arid observe the Maine: 4 Even il you are an expert
laws in your section; ignoranae I swimmer...don't overestimate your
j.Will-not protect - rip ?ware hesvi.lait..i.attr and -skill
If you swim after dark. use
!One or an accident.
The rules -for safe -swininsihg-areTkastrerne Caution and stay near
known to almost every' one, but the shore. accidents still happen. Avoid -be.' 6. Don't dunk sad annoy others
coming • stauptic by' observing who cannot swim.
; I Get vicemirtiat *wenn typhoid
ute following;
iJtAIaw hitic itIther_aerimMer4ind

'l

Credit
Limit

payments, simply make new arrangements

I-

;

$ 5 5105154 20$ 25$ 301$ 35

with our credit office.

Q.

Will you bill us each month?

a monthly bill, showing amount of each purchips. payment,
credit and balance due.

A. Yes, you will receive

$30 $60 $90 $120 $1

$110192/0

=my credit limit is $60 and I owe only
$4,0, how much do I pay?
A. 'Based on the credit limit, the payment is
$10. That's what you pay each month. 'Yo4

Q.

What happens if I pay the entire balance?

A. Your account remains in

pay less only when the total amount owed
is less than the monthly payment.

file

next purchase. During this

waiting for

time there is

no service charge and rraturally, you do not
make any payments.

A REVOLVING BILD-A-COUNT offers you all the services of

a

charge account, plus the convenience

of budgeting your payments over a period of six months.

IT'S EASY TO OPEN - SEE US NOW

Calloway County Lumber Company
204 NO, 4th STREET

PHONE 72
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PAGE THREE

Wives Get Home They Wanted I Fall TV Menu Whats New In
About Set
Washington
For Viewers

. When America's housewives
held the nation what they want
in their homes of the future
a during the recent Women's Congress on Housing in Washington, D.C., it was a challenge to
architects and builders.
Archit:ct Rudolph A. Matern,
of Jamaica, N.Y., took up the
challenge and designed this
home for Town Journal magazine, incorporating practically
everything the women asked for
into a spacious split-level home.
The kitchen with breakfast
i) nook has windows overlooking
the play yard, as the housewives
suggested, and is near the family or recreation room and a
,Separate laundry room.
There's a large living room
with fireplace, separate dining
room opening onto a paved patio, three bedrooms, each with
double-sized closets, one-and-ahalf baths, a garage with storage space and a basement. The
main bathroom has both a tub
and stall shower, plus twin lavatories.
One of the housewives' most
persistent demands was for
pitched roofs to give their homes
distinction and color, plus an
attic space.
The architect complied by designing an unusually distinctive
pitched roof covered with asphalt shingles for color and
long-lasting protection. Asphalt
shingles come in a wide range
of colors, including soft pastels
and deco shades, making them
adaptable to decorative schemes
of all kinds.
Another important construction detail specified by the architect is thick mineral wool inlulation throughout. The mineral wool, propsrly installed in
all exterior walls, as well as in
attic floors and the garage ceiling, eliminates "cold' spots"

NC., is

giving up a ghost by letting its century old lifeboat station give way to a radar post. The
lore of Nags Head is legeon. For
instance, nobody ever found the
answer to the question: What ever
becarne of Theodosia Burr Alston,
the perky daughter of Aaron
Burr? Theodosia wife 'of the governor of South Carolina, sailed out
of Georgetown. S. C.. in 1812 to
visit her daddy in New ; York.
Down went the ship and none
aboard ever was heard from.

History Of
Permit Needed
Early Artists To Operate
Trailer Park

How many of the 828 regional
painters mentioned in 'the newly
published %Kentucky Ante Helium
By WILLIAM EViALD
WASHINGTON 4.11 —What's new
Portraiture- landed at some of the
Persons planning tu construct
United Press Staff Correspondent in Washington:
Mississippi River towns and made a trailer
coach park or to enlarge
NEW YORK SS
Yaur 141
None of the wheels are around.
their way through the Jackson existing
facilities at such parks
TV menu is just about set,
Ike is off golfing. The Democratic
Purchase to Calloway County is must first obtain
a permit to
more than two dozen new items whip, Sen. Lyndon Johnson of
at present unknown. Hundreds of do so, Harvey
G. McAndrews. DiBack here, the Policeman's As- excellent
scheduled to be offered up to your Texas, is back home fishing and
painters made this semi- rector of the Division of
Sanitation,
palate
Acilai Stevenson, who arociation News is proud of a annual trip to New Orleans and Kentucky %ate
Department of
poem, author unknown, in which back,
doesn't
live
here
but
giving
wants
to,
Kentucky
patrons
a
Health,
there are new situation comedies
has announc.,d.
it pleads for more members. The call either
going or coming.
on tap starring such talent as Was at Libertyville, ni., gassing
A trailer coach part operator
poem:
fsr
up
a
Readers
village-by-cily
having
campaign
knowledge
of must comply with certain sanitary
Wally Cox, Jeannie Carson, Buddy
"The horse can't pull while kick- early paintings of
persons or land- specifications regarding sewage disHackett and Gale Storm. There to find the straightest trail to the ing
nation's
scapes
capital.
and
Of early artists in this posal, water supplies,
are a new round of schootem-ups
laundry fa-This fact I merely mention.
area are invited to share that cilities, bathing and toilet facilities,
waiting to be unpackaged, at least
"And
can't
he
kick
pulling
while
A hawker here was advertising
information
with
Mrs.
Wade ample space per trailer, garbage
three major audience participation
SWhich is my chief contention.
Hampton Whaley of Paris, for a and refuse disposal, and the general
shows and a 90-minute drama old campaigri buttons for sale. He
imitate
"Let's
the
goon
old
supplement Or revision of her book drainage of the park.
series, "playhouse 90." Add to had a few rare ones, like one
horse,
to be done by some future hisAnyone who allows two or more
this an evening entry for Tennessee with a sunflosier and "Alf Lan"And lead a life that's fitting, torian..
While first to attempt an trailers to park on his property,
Ernie Ford, one for Herb Shriner, don" in the middle. Also some
pull
"Just
an
honest
load
and account of numbers of early
paint- whether for fee or not, it cona show for Walter Waal-ell and Winkle buttons. Business was not
then
ers, she hopes that many new sidered to be operating a trailer
a double-domed CBS-TV :Sunday so good.
"There'll be no time for kick- men and
works will be discovered coach park and is required to
afternooner called "the seven lively
ing."
some possibly with the aid of have a permit from the State
On
the brighter side, the Navy
arts.'
her Ma page volume. In a recent Department of Health. Information
announced that last year sailors
ierhaps the night that will come were pretty hungry last
review of it Dr. Jusis Bier of the and applications for permits and
year. Not
'Living and tangly roam levels.
in for the biggest revamping will counting navy beans
The
Texas
and
Pacific Railroad University of Louisville, declared licenses arc available at the local
our sailors
be Friday, a fairly dreary affair consumed over
health department in the property70.000 tons oS po- house organ called "Topics" has it a monumental achievement.
last season.
which have troubled some owntatoes last year. That cost us tax this latest longhorn story. It's
Ainong the stories dear to Ken- owner's county. Any Person who
ers of split levels. A well-insuabout the oil millionaire whose tuckians which are related in con- plans to build and operate such
CBS-TV, figuring the k;ds can Payers over four million dollars,
lated house is more economical
stay up late Friday, hopes to but it probably was worth it. An bankroll was so big he had to put junction with a portrait of his a park must apply for a permit
to heat in winter, stays cooler
it on microfilm before he could daughter in her old age is that of to construct it, The fee for this
in summer, and is less-costly to
catch them with "My Friend unfed Navy is no Navy at all .
stuff it into his wallet.
air condition.
Colonel
Richard Callaway for construction permit is $25. Plans
Flicka" "West Point Story" and
Pep Usher la Burdick, the Re
Among the more unique feawham the county is named. In must then be submitted in triplicate
"Zane Grey Treatre" all intertures of the house is a "mud
these 300 sketches are many fami- and must show facilities adequate
locked. In aanuary, 'CBS TV also nubli an from North Dakota, told
room" requested by the househis fans in a newsletter that he
liar from the pages of history, all to comply with the sanitary stanunveil
Will
"Mr.
and
Adam
Eve,"
wives. It has a lavatory and is
hears
that
'fuss
illustrated
the
with
over
the
Wasp
Populations
300 handsome dards prescribed by Kentucky law.
Suez
Howard
Lupino.
with
Duff
Ida
and
located off the play area so chilcopies of the work of 92 known If the plans are approved and
It'll step into "the crusader" spot. Canal. "siezed by Nasser" might
dren and pets can be cleaned up
May Harm Children
when they come in.
painters and of many unknown the park is constructed according
NBC has the Winchell show set run us into war. And the gentleman
Additional information, bluefrom
in a size large enough to reveal to them, a license to operate *will
North
Dakota
adds, "it
for Friday along with a legal
be issued with the payment of
The common wasp inflicts a the details of their technique.
prints and specifications can be
drama. -Trial." Dinah Shore and will not unless we run to the deobtained from Rudolph A. MaUpon receiving his copy one an additional $25.
Bob Hope will front a series of fense of England like we did in painful sting a n d children fretern, 90-05 81st St., Jamaica 32,
Mr. McAndrews emphasizes that
shows on occasional Fridays and World War I and World War n." quently are victims. To protect reader wrote, "Your superb choice
LI., N.Y. Refer to Plan No 0580
Sleeping level.
The United States Chamber of youngsters, get rid of wasp nests. of narrative has greatly enhanced unnecessary expense and red tape
Sundays.
Hornets and
yellow
jackets the fascination of the portraits will be saved by making arrangeABC's Friday plans include "Jim Coninierce says that American's
ments in advance for the conatmoephere, play a part in the to hurricane development. The Bowie" and "treasure hunt," a this month got a $20,000,000 polit- (members of the family) build presented. The conciseness with
struction at trailer parks.
formation and motion of hurri- basis of his theory is that posi- new quizzer with Jan Murray as ical educati•nn That's what it cost large, globular nests of paper-like which you have presented the vast
the advertisers, says the C. of C., material in trees, gables and shrub- accumulation of fact and authority
tions of the sun, moon and earth pilot.
canes.
bery. Other wasps make their cqmpletely captivates the interest
Saturday is another big night for for radio and TV.
Hurricane /tents, recently bypas- produce atmospheric tides that
ants from mud clay and can be ot the reader while inducing an
sed New England and hurricanes have a 40 per cent effect on hur- CBS-TV with the unwrapping of
e or outside buildings,- some. laded into the life and character
Th.- National Geogrelphie A
Carla, Dora, Ethel and Flossy are ricanes. Thus, w hen celestial the new Jackie Gleason 60-minute
bodies are fixed in certain posi- show, Gale Storm's "Oh Sesannah," Bulletin reports that Nags Head, tknes in stored . machinery or Of the portrait subject."
yet to be born.
DRIVE-IN -tinequipment.
As part of their program of
The Brown astronomer, who tions, there would appear to be a and Jeannie Carson's "Hey JeanHit the nests with a spray or historic activities the , volume was
stumbled into hurricane research 40 per cent greater chante of hur- nie." NBC-TV plans to shift Sid
dust at night, when wasps have published for the National Society BOX OFFICE OPENS 7:15 DST
while calculating oceanic tides for ricanes occurring. Furthermore,"en Caesar's hour into the Saturday
SHOW STARTS DUSK
retired. Hit the openings heavily, of Colonial Dames of America in
a colleague, first attracted atten- interesting set of relationships" night niche, from Monday.
fly JOHN A. CAVANAUGH
so wasps moving in or out will the Commonwealth of Kentucky
tion when he practically called the indicates that peak hurricane per- Sunday will see big changes on
'Gifted Press Staff Correspondent turn on a hurricane that barely iods occur about every 18 years. ABC-TV with "omnibus" moving
cent-act the poison. Dusts should by Whittet & Shepperson, Richhave about five percent chlordane mond Va.
PROVTDENCE, R. I. ea —Will missed New England in Septemover from CBS-TV and Ted Mack's
Proved Right Again
or five to 10 percent DDT. Sprays
New England be hit by a major ber 1953.
"Amateur Hour" switched to an
with two percent chlordane or five
hurricane next month?
NBC-TV will unravel
theory
Applying
three
his
In April 1964. Emig forecast earlier time.
percent DDT are effective.
Some two years ago, a Brown months earlier, Smiley pointed to
early evening adventure shows
SEEKING JINGLING THIEF
that conditions 'would be favor- two
Sam afleaNslit toward the
University scientist predicted that Sept. 6 of that year as "an inLancers" and "Circus
ROOK ISLAND, Ill. 171 — Police
able" in September-dor a peek — "Bengal
nest oPenblg. büf ói
September 18130_1121114-abring the terselag-Nms-te_watch for a hur- hurricane period.
fait the today sought a thief who should
Boy." And CBS-TV %rill alternate
light may awaken the wasps. Stay be jingle-jangling. The thief stole
worst storm since the 1938 hurri- ricane..
"see it now" with "the seven
away from the nest a couple of $500 in change from a cigaret
cane that took 6132 lives.
ftbniary of this vier.
lively arts" during the shank of
days, to let the material do its service while the skiver was servSecond Predletlen Closer ••
Asked by the United Press today
the afternorin.
Brown astronomer noted that
work
whether he still believed a big
icing a vending machine.
Monday will be a big night for
He was wrong by about 12 patterns in March would resemble
t-ricane would strike in Septern- hours. On Sept. 7, a twister whirl- those coming in September. "One NBC-TV. -The most beautiful girl
r, Prof. Charles H. Smiley said: ed tip the Atlantila Coast, passing trnient profitably watch the storms in the world" is scheduled to drop
"I am standing by my original about 100 miles off Cage Cod.
on or near March le and 28," he in as a combination beauty and
statement, but now we will just
talent contest. NBC-TV also will
Smiley fared better with his sec- suggested.
have to wait and see."
premiere a new Buddy Hackett
ond •prediction — that a severe
Appraently not too many heeded comedy series, "Stanley," and "Sir
Hopes He's Wrong
stoms would develop between •FloALL CARS WITH
Smiley, whose unique theory of ride and Cape Hatteras Oct. 4, his advice. For on March 18-17, Lancelot."
LICENSE NOS, ENDING
hurricane causation hes attracted 1954. He was doubly right. Two southern New England, caught by
The new Herb Shriner variety
IN 3 or 4
wide scientific attention, hopes he vicious howlers OCCurred on that surprise, was raked by hurricane show will debut on Tuesday on
toiler wind,, accompanied by a CBS-TV. So will "Brokenarrow"
is wrong. And last year's series date.
raging
blizr.ard, that pounded a on ABC-TV and "Noah's Ark," an
of hurricanes lead him to believe
Smiley's long - range hurricane
hit may have erred in his calcula- predictions are based, essentially, dozen ships adrift and aground off NBC-TV 30-minuter about a vetertains. His theory is that tidal on a complex theory involving at- Newport and claimed the lives of inarian: NBC-TV's Wally Cox will
forces, a:tine on • the earth's mospheric tides and their relation four sailors.
move into a Wednesday slot with
ON OUR SCREEN
his new "Hiram Holliday" series,
"Twenty
Harry's
and so will Jack
MOM 1101/18
A WAWA P1100X1811
One." Wednesday also will see a
RECEIVES PICKLE AWARD
Step."
CBS-TV quiz show, "Giant
On Thursday, the new ones
CHICAGO 181 — The National will be Tennessee Ernie Ford on
MUM PASCHEN, Cook counPickle Packers Association will NBC-TV and "Wire Service" and
ty treasurer, looks over some
express its gratitude to a man possibly, "Frontier Judge" on ABCof his papers in Chicago after
whose family helped make their TV.
announcing his withdrawal as
trade profitable. The association
Democratic candidate for govAnd while you're watching some
will present its annual "pickle Of the new ones, give a- thought
ernor of Illinois. He quit the
race under Ore, due to a -welaward" to the Earl of Sandwich. to some of the old ones you won't
fare fund" in his office. The
82-year old Br it is h nobleman, be seeing next season — Jimmy
fund was supported by banks
whose ancestor reputedly invented Durante, Milton Berle, "Medic,"
which hold interest-free county
the sandwich—the natural habitat Martha Raye, "Ethel and Albert"
(international)
money.
of the pickle.
and "Frontier."
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By HARMAN W. NICHOLS
United Press Staff Correspondent

Science Says
Hutricane To
Hit Coast

I
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ADMITTED FREE
Tuesday, Sept. 4

HELD IN—RIESEL ACID CASE

Paint your house now and save with our
special prices on Kurfees House Paints!

Murray Roller Rink
1413 WEST MAIN STREBT

JAMES and IDA MILLS - Owners

EVERKLEEN

PRIMATROL

self-cleaning.
HOUSE PAINT

controlled penetration
PRIMER

$545 per gaL

$545 per gel

• White and 13 colors
• Brushes on easily
• lead-free, fume-proaf

•For priming only
• Fills, seals and hides
• Only one coat seeded

ADMISSION PRICES• Wonderful hiding

$795

•Even gloss

afternoons

• Dazzling white
EXTERIOR WHITE

:e

ALL ADMISSIONS .... 50c
CHILDREN (under 11 yrs.) .... 25c
CLAMP SKATES INCLUDED IN ADMISSION PRICE
SHOE SKATES .... 25c extra
SPECTATORS .... 25c
.
.
L San Dimmer"! be embody
oilla Mat Skeet ease siestaliaL

MASTERMIND of the add IlbidIng of labor columnist %Meter Mosel
In New York is believed to be John Dioguardi, alias Johnny Mo,
who is under arrest along with brother Tom, Charles Carlin%
Charles Tusks and Dominic* Banda Dloguardl. 42, has a "labor
relatkitur On
known as Equitable Research AascielatIon. Inc.
H. and Tub,44, allegedly were responsible for the Mint of Abs
Telvt, 22, who threw the add. Them Telvl was Nuesilimi.• Clai‘
flisterimitiessaliamijaseesi
linci and Eando were contact..

2

• Easy'brushing

Paint your house, fence,
garage, barn or any
wood structure . . .
BUY NOW AND SAVE AT

ALL ADMISSIONS .... 25c
SHOE SKATES
..IMIMMO111111111.1"

SPECTATORS .... 25c
25c extra

NOTICE
Due to illness in his family,
Al "Fuzzy" St. John WILL
NOT appear Thurs. Sept. 6
at the Murray Drive-In.

* COMING SOON *
-*LESTER FLATT
and

KURFEES

nights

PER GALLON

Ask for details about Kurfee3
BLISTER PROOF House Paint!

wI

Tom

NEW'!

WED. and THURS.

Urban G.Starks & Son
12th & Poplar

EARL SCRUGGS
.

-*-

JANET and PAUL
"The Wizards of the Air"

HE IS COMING ? ? ?
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HURRAY,

oe'

Women's Page
( .1? Burkeen, Editor. .. Phone 694-M-4 or 763-J
sej
No Plc,' Plea,

Club News
Weddings

SOCIAL CALENDAR

Y.

TUESDAY

U308 Causes !Husbands Are Poor Advisors
Concern Among On Hair Styles For The Ladies
Utilities

Ac.tivitiea

Locale

(Personals)

By CLYDE H. FARNSWORTH
United Pm* Staff Carvaspandaat
NEW YORK UP — Utilities have
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Tolley and
grown, increasingly conceiued usrer
sea.
Bud,
returned
have
from
a
Lao's
St.
of
The Altar Society
Tuesday. SaPiclaber 4
a little chemical symbol -1.1306- and
vacation in Pensacola, Fla.
Group I of CWT Cl First Chtis- Catholic Church will meet at the
its effect on the power needs of to• • • .
tan church will meet in the church home of Mrs. 1141 Shackelford at
(nor'VW.
Mr. and Mrs. Crawford Leon
seven thirty o'clock.
parlor at two-thirty o'clock_
Armstrong of Lynn Grove Route
• • • •
• • • •
The symbol stands for uranium
One are the parents of twin boys concentrate. R o ughly 150,000
CltrisGroup TI of CWF of First Chrisborn at the Murray Hospital oat pounds of this stuff contains the entian Church will meet with Mrs.
Thursday. August 23 They are ergy equivalent of half.the counMarvin Fulton at 2 30 o'clock.
Donald A. who weighed four try annual output of coal, or 300
• • • •
pounds 14 ounces and Ronald B. million tone.
ChrisWoman's
Society
Cl
The
weighing four pounds six ounces.
Utility executives now are asking
, thin Service of the First Methodist
• • • •
this question: Can the tremendous
' Church will meet at the social .
MACHINE GUNS REDDENS FACE power locked up in concentrate be
, hall of the church at eleven 'S
— released commercially into energy
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. It
o'clock. Notdy circle chauman for
• lunch reservations.
Laurence Schwab, 34, was jailed we can use.
• • • •
Their answer is yes - maybe
police caught him
I Aline May is on sacation. Friday when
Murray Assembly No. 29 Order
red-handed with a Russian ma- not immediately or within the next
of the Rainbow for Girls will meet Today's guest writers. scenarists chine gun in his car Red-faced couple of years. but sometime def, Ztt the Masonic Hall at 7:00 o'clock, Denis and Terry Sanders, tell how officers later released Schwab when initely in the future.
• • • •
they have toned down the best-sell- they learned he was a television
Mark Of The Leader
:rig book. 'The Naked and the, producer and the gun was a prop
One spokesman. George H. GadWednesday. September 3
screen
the
for
Dead'',
thy, chairman of Utah Power &
• The PTA of the Murray Elernenused in a TV production.
Light Co, had this to say at a retory Sheol, grades one through
cent bankers conference:
!dia. will meet at the Carter Sabo.): By DENIS and TERRY SANDERS
Written For The United Freels
on South 13th at two-thirty o'clock.
"Within the next 25 years, only
• • • a
HOLLYWOOD UP - Bringing
those making use of this new
The Executive Board- isk the Norman Mailer's important and
prinial energy source can be lookMurray High PTA will meet for Powerful novel, "The Naked and
ed upon as leaders and companies
. luncheon at the Carter Saboul at the Dead." to the screen is a tall
safe for the future in the electric
order, and were both proud we
one o'clock.
utility field.•' • • •
Were selected to write the screen
So far seven prototype atonic
i
play for it
!
• Thursday, September II
reactor power plants have been
aknow
to
The Garden Department of the ' You probably want
started or are in the planning stage
and utility officials all over the
Murray Woman's Chili will meet bout the obscenity - in the novel
at the club house at two-thirty and how we are handling it. The
country are watching the develop. novel itself is so powerful that,
ments closely.
,o'clock.
• • • •
when it is rendered into visual
The first one will_be a 0'1.700,000
I
I The PTA meeting for parents scenes. each one becomes an even
plant at Shippingport. Pa., being
of children. grades 7 through 12. greater distillation of power. If
built by Duquesne Light Co. at
I will be held in the high school we were to go along with the obPittsburgh.
scenity it would put too much
auditorium at eight o'clock.
An official of Westinghouse Elecshock value into these scenes and
tric Corp.. supplier of t he atomier
distracted
SOLICITS FOR itienazatttirr
the viewer would be
reactor for the plant, stays 8 good
from the story. Screen obscenity
portion of the Christmas tree lights
- *mist -he used, but even if it could
around the Pittsburgh ifig,:..negt
poAee we would delete it, anyway. The
year will get their power from
NEwAnar_ N
Shippliseport.
swiftly retired a man who set Public would be reacting to the ohGovernment Shares Cost
himself up in • a theater lobby scenity and not to the drama.
Cost of the station., which will
Cite Hessincway's Problem
as a solicitor for the "employes
FlemingErnest
how
Remember
have roughly 100.000 kilowatts as a
retirement system." Robert Lavery.
new power station using conven47. allegedly had collected 70 cents way handled it in -For Whom the
tional energy sources.
in 10 minutes when police queition- Bell Tots?" He had much the same
Six other stations, ranging in gross
ed him. They learned the money situation and the dignity of the
Pries Daniel
generating capaeity from 75,000 to
was strictly for Lavery's retirement Story stimulated him to create a
250,000 kilowatts, will be completed
and charged him with illegal so- new language. That would sound
WINNER In Texas Democrathi
strange in a film, so we broke
between 1958 and 1962.
licitation of funds.
run-oft election for governor
the obscenity into two eleThe total generating capacity
appeared to be U. S. Sematat
ments; The suppressed desire for
Price Daniel Cl Liberty, wine
a wan,,and antagonism toward
edged out attorney ROO
authority.
broug% of Austin. Daniel MA.
preand
We took those elements
ed the party In 1952 to
sented than in their own separate
theRepublican
ticket
(I
ways. Wilson, the chief user of obscenity, has been changed into a
man who has an overblown en)oyment of women instead of an
overly erotic desire for them as
in the book.
— LAST TIMES TONIGHT —
We found it helpful also to tone
down the brutality of the book
JAMES STEWART .
which.- again, might prove distractin "i*HE MAN WHO
ing on the screen. "The Naked
KNEW TOO MUCH"
and the Dead" is not primarily an
"action" novel, anyway but a
with DORIS DAY
multicolored story of characters
who reveal themselves under stress.
Eliminate Some Characters
Many characters of necessity,
have to be eliminated or reduced
in Importance.
We don't want you to get the idea
that there has been any sugar
Archbishop Makarios
coating done to the story. Thtre
basalt. It has the same Minas in .it
LONDON REPORTS indicate
that the author intended it to have.
criminal charges may be preIt will move fast and hit hard.
ferred against Archbishop MaOur ending. for instance, should
karios of Cyprus, who was
be like an upperait, but we can't
exiled to the Seychelle islands
know yet whether we have sucIn the Indian ocean. The Briceeded. No one ever knows until
tish Colonial office claims "irafter the picture is on film and
refutable proof" that Makarlos
shown to audiences all over the
directed the terrorist organ'.
,Mation "Mika." (International)
world.

I

Film Violence
No Harm
ays Actor

i

lewsMakers

CD:NG ber face from photeg'toners, Si'm. Albert P. Mat.
:in, wtfe of Seaman Albert P.
Stettin. Who was one of the 16
killed when a U. S. Navy patrol
plane was shut down off the
Red China coast, runs from one
cane to another in Tokyo. Mrs.
nattin. of Delta. 0. was one
of six Navy wives and 13 children leaving Japan for the
United States. She has three
ma II son
I teneirtianotf

ERADICATE

PREVENi

THE DESTRUCTIVE
TERWTE
FREE INSPECTION

TERMITES
Sam

ICAiity

Kelley's-Peet
Control
—Licensed and Insured—
Phone 441

By ELIZABETH TOOMST
United Press Staff Cerreependent
NEW YORK Ill — Your husband
says you should let your hair
grow long again? Don't do it,
warns a British hair stylist.
"Ilusbands are the worst possible
sources of advice for women on
hair styles." according to Raymond
Bessone, a husband and father
himself and also owner of three
London beauty salons.
Raymond, as he is known professionally, stopped here briefly
on his way to Hollywood where
he plans to create a new coiffure
for Diana Dors, British movie
star
Hubby Handicapped
"It is not," Raymond said re-

C01•401Ilatil
61R

Read Our Cliodifieds

assuringly, "that I man deliberately
will try to give his wife wrong
advice on her hair. But a husband
suffers from two -handicaps.
-1.1 a women asks her husband
whether she should cut her hair
or dye it blonde or make any
major change, he will say 'no' just
to be on the safe aide. He is afraid
of getting Into trouble if it turns
out wrong..

"When he tells his wife he
wants her to change to long hair
or platinum blonde, he invariably
does it because tie has a sudden
wish for her to look like somebody
else — Anita Ekberg, for instance.
It is the rare man who admits
this. But he wants to change
her appearance The result may
from atomic power in 190 will be not be an improvement. It may
more than one billion kilowatts. be a disaster."
This is small in light of the utiliHaving dispensed of men ,,and
ities' total generating capacity, but
their role as coiffure counselors,
the figure is expected to mush room
Raymond then gave some general
later in the 19110's.
advice to women on choosing their
Since the Duquesne unit is the
own hair styles.
first, it is being built largely on
"Forget about letting your hair
an experimental basis. But some of
glow long," he said. "It is aging
the others will be producing power
to have long hair. Girls under 20
more competitively.
years old can afford to look older,
Con Rd's Cost Levier
so for them it is all right.
In addition, a Con Ed spokesman
"Unless you have very regular
Co., which is building a OS million power reactor plant at Indian features, don't try a center part.
Point, N.Y., says the construction If you an get away with it, use
cost is only about 15 per cent higher i: by all means. The poodle cut
per kilowatt than it would be for arid the Italian boy cut are out.
Experiment with some of the new
a conventional plant.
In addition, a Con Ed spokesman styles like the Tudor line."
Uses Geld Sensors
said. the cost of prodlicing elecThe Tudor line is Raymond's
tricity from atomic energy once
called
the plant is completed, will be version of a puffy page boy
the -bouffant look" here. The
within its average system cost.
stylist, who carries
The spokesman emphasized that British hair
gold scissors with
as tune goes on, production costs his own 24-karat
wherever he goes, cuts the
will go down because of increas- him
fairly short, leaving just
ing availability and declining costs hair
enough to curl under at the sides
of nuclear fuel.
of the face and at the back in
Etecently the
Atomic Energy
what he calls a bell shape. The
Commission
released
heretofore
top is flat.
secret figures on uranium production. The AEC said right now
Some women would look terrible
uranium ore i5.being produced at with a bell-shaped hairdo, he
the rate_ of about 3 million tons frankly admits. He approves of
a year, and soon this rate of pro- soft waves, casual curls, false
chirtion will be doubled.
buns for evening — anythUna :pat
National Securities & Research is flatteffrig.
Corp., investment and managers,
Raymond, summarily vetoes the
have estimated that the annual French twist, the severe hair
volume of uranium producers will style popularized by Actress Grace
soon be $200 to $250 million, based Kelly before she became princess
on the price al the concentrate.
of Monaco. That requires the

OMNI $400.06
Wedding Ring $100.00

Furches
JEWELRY
Pb. 1934

E. Side Sq.

a
18096
He. 739 $;

eg "UTILITY" Table
Ideal for the student in the family.
Makes homework more attractive
Us* it cis a typewriter table. Handy
in he kitchen. Center drawer for supplies and shelf for books. Typewriter
desk height, 39" w. x 17" d. Heavy
greirniar gray.

LEDGER &,TIMES

OFFICE 51,1P1'ifY
DEPARTMENT
Phone 55

••••

Sykes
'Elroy
PLUMBING
Co. l

I

is

to be pulled back tiOttly
rule
and pitmet in a flat, vertical
down the back of the head.

hair

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY

MURRAY. ROLLER
RINK
1413 MAIN STREET

A NEW CUSHIONED SOUND PROOF FLOOR!
..ONE OF THE FEW OF ITS KIND IN THE NATION

IA- G.M
PRFACTS

* DOOR PRIZES!

I

* PUBLIC SESSIONS

MONDAY NIGHT SPECIAL SESSIONS
Friday and Saturday-7:30-10:30 s7m.

Tuesday thru Thursday — 7 - 9:30 p.m.

AFTERNOONS
1:30 - 4:00 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday .
.. 7:30 to 10:00 p.m.
Sunday Nites

PlOWANIJUNCTION
0705-SRO/WS -)F PC) NER AND Pt

BEGINNERS CLASSES
Children:
9.00 to 10:00 a.m.
Saturday
Adults:
10:30 to 11:30 a.m.
Saturday

siON!

P,LUS
11f-C-M /waver
.
taNEMASCOPE and COLOR

"THE WEDDING IN MONACO-

His SMIXt Mesas

PRINCE RAINIER III
MISS GRAS.4E KELLY

MAP LOCATES the Kurile islands and Okinawa, with Japan In
the middle both geographically and In the push and pull of
international bgrgaining. Japan. still technically at war with
Russia, just finished peace talks with the Soviet, and the Soviet
refused to relinquish the Kuriles, which the Russians occupied as
a result of World Was IL Likewise, the U. S. occupied strategic_
Okinawa. Now, in accordance with the U. S.-Japan peace. treaty..
the U. S. has the right to keep the island base if the Russialus_i
e peace talked
keep the Kurile Islands. Japan want\t..0 emstine
.

MEMBERS'OF*R.S.R.O..A.
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FOR RENT

FOR SALE: Large business roll
top desk. Natural oak finish. Good
anditem. De Humidifer- excellent
Rtndition. Lee's Twist hall runner,
Gray. 27" x 18. Four throw roes.
Sizes: one 27x54. one 27x48, two
27x40. Olson rug and pacrpractically
new. Reversible. One side never
used. Cinnamon-Tatspe. Size 12x2W.
Robert Etherton, phone 1623.
Sept. 4-p

00
.00

4 ROOM APARTMENT, first floor.
Stove outlet_ 308 S. 15th. Call
913-)4 after 7.00 P.mSOC
4 ROOM UPSTAIRS unfurnished
oforrm-trit, private entrance. Three
furnished rooms dovniatairs. Will
accommodate 6 school boys. 414 S.
8th.

Female Help Wanted

CHEAP A real good Wi41111 morn
in< coal heater. See Fred McClure. $2 HOURLY possible doing light
SOP assembly work at home No ex300 Woodlawn.
------ perience necessary. Write, SAN(X)
NEW ?ALL FABRIC.,. Woolens 'Mtg. Co" 8507 West Th", Lee
95P
$5.98 value only 82.88 Shoulder Angeles 48, Call
special 2fac rrair. Open till
Greenfield Fabrics, 3 miles PREI'ERRED EXPERIENCED opSIC erator. Charm Beauty Shp. Ph.
Hwy. P4.
374 or call in person.
SOC
SAVE $1.00 on Terre. Let end
Connie Linn Dolls by laying-away PLEASANT MONEY making opnow for Christmas. $1.00 will hold portunity for man or woman to
the doll. Offer good through Sept. ran on farm families in N. CalloSOC way County. Full or part time.
The Cherry's.
Year round. No experience or
capital required. Write McNess
Company, 120 E. Clark St., Free1TP
port, Ill.
MONUMENTS
rra y Marble and Granite Works
builders of fine memorials for over
half centuy. Porter White, ManaSl5C WOULD TAKE CARE of an elderger. Phone 121.
ly lady in our home. Nice house
MONUMENTS first class material with elecirt:- heat. See Mrs. Fred
granite and marble, large selection McClure, 300 Woodlawn, phone
styles, sizes. Call 85, home phone 1057-W.
SOP
528. See at Calloway Monument
West
owner.
Orr.
Works, Vester
522C
Main St.,' near college

NOTICE

•

lEi

•

SERVICES OFFERED

WANTED

AGER SEWING machine representative in Murray. For sales. WANT TO BUY USED PIAN0.1
service. repair contact Leon Hall, good tone, good condition. ReasonSOC
TFC able. Call 867-W.
1617 Farmer. Ph. 1622-M.

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

pads

able

ACROSS
•
1-Vrhh.le
6-t;.tods east
rd
11-2.lammal's coat
12-1 'tree -legged
starid
14-Sun god

NATALIE TRUNDY, the 16-yearold who nrtde her film debut
with Italian actor Vittorio de
Rica and Marlene Dietrich- in
"Monte Carlo Story," is shown
arriving on liner in New York
with two . poodles and some
words of criticism against
grandma Dietrich. She said
Marlene treated her with disdain, and on one occasion,
when photographers asked
them to pose, the glamorous
grandma tossed her gloves into
Natalie's face. (International)

Read The Clasaifiedi

17-Memorandum
18-1.1kely
20-W5ne out
23-Obscure
24-instrument.
26-LocatIons
ZS-Prefix: with
25-Equin
31-Scorns
3S--4;Irl'• name
33.-Broad
36-Center for May
litswaporta
39-Pilff up

111CRISUre
43-Full
45-Wife of Geraint
46-Sainte (abbr.)
46-.‘raidan
princes
50-Nahoor sheep
SI-Strike
62-Cash drat. er
51-PreSx: not
66-Pertaining to
time lust past
69-Watered silk
ni.)
61-Raises
62-Man'• name

Maybe the invention Is a good
:idea. But please let's keep it on
the farm. Us city folks don't have
all day to cut grass

DOWN
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3-Joke (collo...)
4-S-shaped
molding
6-Appronches
11--Arniy officer
tabbr.)
110t

1-Instrument
of
2--indtan
mulberry

3

1

55

BMW

Bouregy a Curl. The., publisher of the book. Reprinted by 'Merle"
permission. Distributed by King Features Syndicate.

1111111111111111 111111111M111
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imV011110
9-- Pooll.ns •
10-Warning
1l-Talk idly
13-The people
le-Fora
19-Sweet drink
21-Cook slowly
2:-Weird
4a----N00.•22
27-Move sidewise
30-Penned
32--College officials
34-Caustic
sultstance
36-untidy
..7-1teer's horn
38-Send forth
40-Smaller
41-Kind of cheese
is
=
torahow
44--=
(ealise.)
47-Comfort
4V-Plurelike fruit
63,,Parent-teacher
group (ahhr.)
..•rrIltollle ..t3T
tts-Ftunces'ia'
60-ote of scale

N. a0•11•1 •••••• Woe:. hr.

"This is a fight," he said, "not
"I've heard various versions,"
CHAPTER 14
QTROLLING by himself at the Stockett answered. "But it seems a fancy exhibition!"
Despite that reproof, Bill McArmy post, the doctor swung to add up to the fact that a man
about at a hail. Helen Blake, ac- was niurdered-without witness- Kinstry offered a protest.
"Aren't you going to take off
companied by Bill McKinstry, es. I'm interested, you see, because I counted Curt Deever as those spurs. Abe?" he demanded.
came up.
"They'll be in your way."
"My arm is beginning to feel my friend!"
They could be more than that.
Eklund laid down his knife and
sore, Doctor," Helen said. "Is
Stockett wore an excellent pair
fork.
•that a good sign?"
"Excellent. It shows that the ( "I don't like your way of put- df boots, and attached to them
vaccination is starting to work." ting it, Mr. Stockett," he said were the longest-shanked, wickShe made a little mouth. clearly/ "Also, I take exception edest:looking pair of spurs that
Eklund had ever beheld.
"Work, work, everything and to your choice of words."
"They won't bother me," he asStockett scraped his chair back.
everybody works. Both of you,
"In that case," he said, "I'll be sured McKinstry. "I take them
the only eligible males in this
satisfacyou
only when I remove my boots
afford
off
to
country, arc always too busy to delighted
squire a lady around. I feel quite tion. You wear no uniform, and -and I have no intention of
neglected at times, not to say your status at this poet seems a fighting barefooted!"
Those spurs could play an evil
trifle on the doubtful side, but
put-out!"
"You shouldn't, with all the at- since you are permitted to eat at part In a fight, and wearing them
tention you get from every man this mess, I assume that you are would intimidate many an opig you'll even look at." McKinstry to be treated as an officer-and ponent. Someone gave the word.
prepared to uphold the respon- and Stockett danced lightly for."• grinned.
Her eyes danced, then she sibilities which go with such a ward, smiling, feinted, and lunged in suddenly. Eklund met him,
sighed. "And there's officers' position!"
It was becoming clear to Ek- watching his eyes, burying his
mess call, and knowing men, I
know where their heart is. Go lund now. No officer would be own right to Stockett's belly, folalong, both of you, and fill your that good a friend of a man lowed by his left. He took a
stomachs. Only then is a man in such as Deever, nor would he go glancing blowson the chin which
out of his way to pick a quarrel rocked his head back, but Stocany mood for romance."
She went on, laughing. It had on that account. Deever merely kett grunted in surprise.
the excuse. The real
furnished
Eklund could see the change in
been in Eklund's mind to head
his face, the sudden rage in his
back for town, but McKinstry reason was Dolt Kinney.
For it was well known that eyes. Those blows had hurt, and
....forestalled that.
%I "Come and eat with us, man," Stockett and Kinney were cron- he didn't like them. There were
he urged. "I'll bet you've not had ies, and in this instance Kinney extra pounds about Stockett's
a bite since morning, and you're was being devious. Because the middle, a flabbiness there which
an effacer here now,'whether you- doctor had indirectly trod on Kin- he perhaps hadn't suspected. He
're in uniform or not. And the ney's toes, he was to be given a was in a mood to get this over
rest of the lpys would like to thrashing as punishment. Kinney quickly, and he came in with a
was displeased. Deever wouldn't savage rush which drove Eklund
have you." I
Eklund accepted. His status matter, but it could be that Kin- back. A rain of blows sent him
was pretty well understood here'no, hadn't liked his poking into staggering. The next moment he
felt lancing pain in his side,
at the post now, and that entitled that affair either. •
"If there's to be an argument, knew that he had been bumped
him to all the rights and privileges whenever he felt like avail- we'd better go to the stables," hard and deliberately against the
ing himself of them. And it would someone murmured, and every • rough edge of a stall.
Stockett saw his condition and
officer arose. Eklund found McWI be pleasant.
was quick to take advantage of
There was joking and laughter, Kinstry at his elbow.
"Watch out for the Ape," he it, trying to slam him against the
much as he remembered from
days when tension had not been warned. "When it comes to' a stall again. Eklund came up front
a half-crouch, the taste of blood
high. Apparently Dolt Kinney had fight, he's no gentleman!"
Eklund sensed that most of the in his mouth, fending off with
dropped a reassuring word or so
men favored him, just as they another blow' to the stomach,
before leaving.
Everything went pleasantly un- seemed to feel that the result was getting away. He caught a paintil. the meal was nearly done. a foregone conclusion, that he ful breath and guessed that he
Then Abe Stockett looked up would have no chance against had a cracked rib, realized that
Stockett had worked him in for
suddenly, and his voice held • Stockett.
Horses stamped restlessly at .such a result.
new quality, which caught the inEklund had been taking his
sistent attention of the others and this invasion of their sanctuary,
`••• as swiftly silenced the talk and and a rising wind played gustily time, feeling his opponent out,
outside. An open space between knowing that it would not be
laughter.
"I understand that you killed stalls was selected, a lantern easy. He knew that now it was
a man the other day, Doctor?" hung overhead from a beam for going to be even rougher than he
F-likinsi gave him his cfreful ygt4t. itieinadequate glow seemed had feared, for Stockett was not
atBsttion.,ne • low* little about onlY ta accentuate the black poc- ' named the Ape for nothing. With
Abe Stockett, one way or another. hets at the Corners, and Elchind those long arms he could keep
He was a tall man, with unusual- knew that tills was gningleax chopping, and still remain out of
harm's way himself. That wouldlong arms-so long that they rough.
suggested a nickilanse,.. wrhich, ,,,:gike,zenitred his coat, and a n't do. Stockett had learned to be
disliking those punishing
wary,
howeviest, • was never applied to hectenant ventured a suggestion
Stockett's face. Ape. He was not that there should be rounds, a blows to the midriff, preferring
too popular with fellow-officers. timekeeper, and the usual regu- to take his time. That way he
•
"Just what do yhu meant"' lations. Stockett's refusal was couldn't lose.
•
(To Se Continued)
'
Eklund asked.

POWER PROBLEM SOLVED
ROOF FOILS HIGH WINDS
Power failures caused by hurHomes and farm buildings in
ricanes, blizzai di and other bad
high wind areas often are roofed
storms will cause relatively litwith Interlocking asphalt shininconvenience to families
glee made to lock together tight tle have Coleman lanterns and
who
place
in
held
is
shingle
Each
Iy.
camp stoves.
by the one on each side of it,
A portable camp stove will
are
as well as by nails. There
meals throughout the
numerous teem ded cases in cook hot
mergency. The light from a
structure
roof
entire
an
Which
lantern will lee equivalent to as
has blown off-rafters and all- much as that given off by a
but in which all the shingles
' 300-watt electric bulb.
have .stayed in place.
DOOR UNITS SAVE TIME
,es time on
When a builder sa,
the job, he saves cash and gn
give yeti a better home for less
)'or this reason, many builders
Ire installing pro hung panel
door units of ponderosa pine in
their new homes. The doors,
complete with frame and hardware, go in place in minutes.
Complete i.vindow units of pon• derosa pine, with frame and
Sash factory matle to fit each
other, are another time and
money saver.

_

BLOTTER AIDS PAITTERS
Use a white blotter as a test
next time you're trying to determine a particular shade of
wall paint color. The blotter absorbs the paint, instantly giving
you the same shade it will appear when dry.
AVOID SIDING TROUBLE
When installing tongue and
groove siding on a house, keep
the tongue side up. This will
ke..p rain water from getting in
the groove

She can bake a better pie

AUTHORITIES in New Haven,
Conn., are checking past pediatrics nursing jobs of Virginia
B. Jaspers (above) following
her admission that alie shook
7-day-old Abbe Kapsinow to
death. Miss Jaspers, 33. and
a six-foot, '460-pounder, is
daughter of a New Haven
county leader. She said ci,11dren sometimes "get on my
nerves." Police said she admitted shaking another infant
to death In 1948. and another
four or five years ago. She is
a private nurse. (International)
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Over 10,000 of the machines
already are in use m Europe. and
American farmers, it is reported,
are looking around their acreage
and wondering if higher grass
wouldn't produce better beef faster.

BRIEF NEWS ITEMS-

For SATISFIED SERVICE
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to 360 pounds of man-made grass.
Other things than grass could be
spawned in the machine. Things
like oats. wheat end barley---aild
heaven knows what. else

Why, Marlene! ,

3 ROOM Unfurnished apartment.
PIANOS. Complete line new and Private bath and entrance. Torn
All sizes and types in stock. Bynum, North 5th.
SOP
rn White Pianos, 403 Chestnut St.. - Murray, Ky.
S25C
- -

s8•95
•

NT

- I. or
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In mitui was improving pasture
land That might be fine for cows,
lAtit for the lawn I don't toe it.
Irs bad enough to have to run
eking iiehind a mower once a
week or so. It would be worse to
have to attack the growth with a
scythe fiefore mowing.
The machine, or unit, works like
this' There is a metal - framed
box with seven drawers. Top
By HARMAN W. NICHOLS
drawee holds water
which is
United Parse Staff Correspondent mixed with a special chemical
WASHINGTON an - The ma- formula This sifts down by filchine age is taking something tration into the other drawers,
away from Mother Nature - par- which are populated by six or
ticularly in the business of graze seven pounds of seed
growing.
Tt mperature control, important
There is an outfit in Dallas. Tex. in the growing of grass, pasture
which has come up with an or lawn, is achieved through autoautomatic gimmick that grows matic control of electric heating
grass.
units. A special control unit regSeim: a mower of lawns of long ulates the flow of electricity. So
standing and fine reputation, I do the temperature thus is controlled.
not think I'll tun along with the Different seeds need different temnew contraption. It's too durn fast perature.
with its growing, even though the
During the operation, the seeds
production up to now is limited and growing shoots automatically
tc pastures-things like that could are irrigated each day with a
spread.
sokutIon containing dissolved nutriThis thing was.invented by a ents. That does away with the
Belgian and it .E claimed it can: need for something else Mother
the good earth.
t..ke a seed of loam and grow it Nature invented
Keeps Cattle Contented
into a blade ol grass six to 7'es •
But the scientists can't do away
inches high in a little over a week.
If ycu can multiply one gears with old Mom Nature altogether.
seed 'into a yardful of blades what The seed has to be planted in the
a problem a mower would have soil.
on his hands! He'd have to quit
A 'simile, seven-drawer machine,
his job and do nothing but push a it is said, can produce forage
enough to keep 10 head of cattle
grass cutter.
contented. Or. 50 pounds of preFor Improving Pasture
Actually, what the Inventor had germinated seed can produce 300

Machine Age
Takes Awaya
From Nature

y H
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SCARBOROUGH
PLUMBING & ELECTRIC

.with a handy

24-Hour Pump Service CALL 875

Kitchen Phone

Swarmer Termites

nearby

t
COSTLY DAMAGE

Good cook? You'll be a better one

OHIO VALLEY TERMINI

Ky

Paducah, CORP.

_

Fay Information Call

with a kitchen phone to save steps
where you spend so much time.
Select yours now from attractive
decorator colors. Costs only a
few cent5 a day, plus installation
charge.
.
To Order, Call Our Business Office

MURRAY LUMBER
Southern Bell Telephone

COMPANY
Phone 262

and Telegraph Company

NANCY

Ip Ernie baaniailka-

AND AN
ELIGIBLE
AMERICAN
MILLIONAIRE...

... FOR ME TO ENTRANCE AS A
MONGOOSe HYPNOTIZES A SNAKE;
YES, COUNT BASIL, I KNOW IT IS FOR THE 0.000 OF (SIG14)
PULOVIA.'

tBatiEVEl
W
THE PRINCESS
HEADING OUT TO
THE DECK, MR.
SCRAPPLE.

YEAH? WELL
MAYBE SHE
WANTS A
DOSE OF SEA
AIR- ALONE:

NONSENSE ; T.-4E
PRINCESS 4 FAR
TOO SENSIBLE A
GIRL TO SQUANDER
MOONLIGHT ON
HERSELF.'

0 e. ILL DO
ANYTHING TO

OBLIGE;

LW ABNER

By Al Capp

stoe REACHES HOW
WHEN THE Poo.?.13././41//vsii)E.P7Poik

ISULLMOOSE CAMPAIGN ROARS ON!!
*BEAUTIES FOR E5ULLMOOS"SERENADE
VOTEFt'S'KEEP THE DEEP FREEZE
NCON,GIRLS-".
A
p..
CHURN/AG,
TO 174E TUNE OF
WHALE YOUR 114
*KEEP 11-IE HOME
HUSBANDS EARN/AGFIRES BURNING'L

-THROW 77-/E
t7yZIA DAC
C.414/V-.5.0
IN A EIE-APFREEZ.E
- A DEEP FicEEZE STOPS7NE 1041NOOrTA41E

-50,HE2.L STAY YOf../A.G A449 AIEALTilY,
ANO WhEN
GE'S airmezi ZIE WEALTHY.
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ABBIE aa' SLAYS
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WHERE
?? ? ???

I ALWAYS FIND SILVER
UNDER THE CUSHIONS
OUT HERE
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practice to send a plant that has
been dead several days. Rather.
one ii 1 the mid -stage is better;
ili it way pathologists can find
the primary infection: liefon de r y
infeatiaris frequently have helped
kill the plant, making identification
of the main cause more difficult.
The specialist s a i d reporting Ai
should be done both by cam- -V
mensal gardeners and home . gardviers. to keep an accurate check
on disease outbreaks.

Hollywood ily
ear
October in CHECK
COUNTY AGENT in
K WITH C
plant handling
One is to
time for the TV season
WHEN DISEASES .EIIT PLANTS lemove , diseased plants carefully.
"The year 1957 has been desalt.
. particularly If 'only one seems
Check with your county agent affected.
nated around the world as geoHe also recommends stayI
•
physical year, so this show will fit when diseases hit vegetable plant- , ing out of vegetable fields when
says
ings,
George
Marlowe,
Ken'
'that theme," Disney explained.
the ground is wet to cut disease
Well also have a cartoon series !tacky Agricultural Extension Sery-1i spread; avoid wetting leaves of
- "'
vegetable
specialist;
you
may
called Our Friend, The Atom', on '
1 plants when watering if possible,
et'
the potentials of atomic energy for save valuable time.
and do not water so late that
Prompt
reporting
and
prompt
peacetime usr.
watered plants into the evening
.
checking
may
.
identify '
.diseases hours wet,
Doing liekintifle Slows
•
By ALINE MOSBY
thereby alerting other
-Another will depict man's ef- quickly
growers to local insect or disease
United Press Staff CocresP"'"ieni forts in learning how to fly.
If specimens must be sent In,
We're
epidemics. Sending diseased plants send us much of the plant as
HOLLYWOOD ill+ , Walt Disney dome several scientific shows this to the main station at Lexington possible. For instance, some soil
because
of
the
new'year
great
interest
is wrapping up a completely
this find-out period, around the plant should be inmay delay
look for "Disneyland- on television ii) our TV cartoon last season on since
county agents probably can f:tided; the roots, sterns and leaves
this fall, from filmed scenes at travel to the moon."
Disney also plans one program identify most of the diseases in should be sent, too. Let the county
a real expedition at the South
agent send it in to the proper
"The Story of Animation" to their areas anyway
on
adventure
to
a
new
Pole
character
Marlowe mentioned several tips
Marlowe noted it is not good
answer
the
demands
of
fans
as
to
to replace Davy Crockett
-- --made.
how
cartnons
are
Following Davy was a problem,
In addition, he'll continue his
but Disney thinks he has another
hit in a new series called "Johnny daily program, "The Mickey Mouse
'
"
Tremaine." The genial cartoon king Club,
Disney is signed for an addition*
who's become one of TV's top
years on TV, but he
producers now is testing teenage al five
says he doesn't know
boys in • a talent search for an modestly
"when the public will get tired"
actor to portray Johnny.
shows. His studio is the
The new character. unlike Crock- of his
factory that has made
ett, is pure fiction. But his ad- only movie
...,s'.a.
smash success on TV-possibly
- ventures will be historical. Johnny a
,,
because
of
his
humble
philosophy.
silversmith
apprentice
in
is an
-You've always got to give
revolutionary War days who joins
•
something exciting," he said.
the Sons of Liberty and becomes them
gut to keep swinging, and
involved in Paul Rever's ride and -You've
• asa
try different things."
ris
the. Boston Tea Party.
sas
s
'
.,
Disney is spending $700,000 for 1
4
lone Shows on Johnny '
two-hour
.
-- - -- - -THIEF TAKES SHIRT
with the hope that tri-corner hats
X '''''.'.*. 4 4. '
l'-i's
11.
6.--- •' 4" '
will replace coonskin caps with
RALEIGH, N C V - James
the small fry
I
Davyia Seta Pace
Smith of Knightdale, N. C., doesn't
%
'-The trouble was Davy set such mind giving the shirt off his back
44
1
sighed if the needy person deserves it.
a pare that first year
what's
the
Smith was robbed at gun point by
Disney. "People say,
matter, no new Crockett? r ve a man who took his $1.75, a new
..„,,,
gone through this before. After pair of overalls he was wearing
146
'The Three Little Pies' and 'Snow' ...and the s-h irt off his back.
;:i
.
i White' everything I made wa
____y
Disneylandn

LA MARCA MOVED TO COUNTY JAIL IN KIDNAP
,
•

To Receive
New Look

I

..
i

Sonic particularly troublesome distases thsls year, due to a cool,
wet summer, are early blight of
tomatoes, cucumber wilt. fusarluni
wilt. is soil borne disease) and
pepper virus.
*

LOOKS F11.

/
i
July 4 kidnap-death of month-old Peter
4ANDCUFf4D to detectives, Angelo La•Marca, held in the
jail for tiansfer to the loSsussau county
York,
New
Island,
Long
Weinberger, is taken from Mineola,
mother of the kidnap victim, leaves Mineola
jail. Right: Mrs. Beatrice Weinberger, heartbroken
_-____ .. fe..... , I.ant ifx•irs. ti-,a eInthific
, worn by the baby.
(lafernstionsl Bosiadphotos)
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largest group in the comisultiication
WU
industry.
Their frequency rate for 1955
Was .72 lost time wont dopers
per mon hours of work. 'This
is more than nine times safer
than the average cf all in...Ty
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1 Ithe
rtiBe
glIt°
Compah etY C
erIty rate
was 96 days lost per million hours
-1 . "::-..;,"..:::::- .'
•
of exposure. This is ish_ _Awes
- - ---- l'.;
.:Men azog women of the Bel/ hettee than the average of 'sill
_ .
Telephcne Companies have again mduat27,
These
are
the days when science
..
earned the Award of Honor. thes_ .
mosar.,- • fiction takes on the look of truth..
highest-aafety award of the NaThe ghastly tales in which insects
tiOnal Safety-Council F H Riddle,_SECOND ATTEMPT SUCCESSFUL take over the world seem only
Southern Bell Manager Said today.
too possible The creeping, crawlKNOXVILLE, Tenn. (IP -Horace ing, flying population
This award for 1955 makes the
OIL,
..,_,
must be
his
fourth time in five years that the Lindsey started sleeping with'
f
w--' ---- reckoned with.
'
pants
under
his
pillow
because
Companies
Bell
have won,
The children come home from
To win. an organization must a thief had stolen them out of tbe camp looking like smallpox
casas.
accomplish more than just chalk closet earlier this month. Tuesday Backyard barbecues built at great
.
up an outstanding safety record. night the prowler sneaked the expepse are abandoned to
the
The award is based upon a sub- pants right cut frcm under the,1 chiggers Thin lines of ants parade
stantial improvement in the fre- pillow along with a wallet con.; boldly over the front-door
sm..
sill.
a.
quency rate 4 number of accidents taining $25.
The night is horrid with the
.
per hours Ns-oiled . and the severity
•
' shriek of dive-bombing mosquitoes'.
RUBE AWAKENING
rate (nun-her of days lost as
Will the boasted intelligence of
a result of irerrdents per hours
man break down under this onis
NORTON CAN.,England SP -- siaught?
worked ,
The 'improvement
Sometimes it seems that
AgUir
measured against the average of When Albert Longmore, 21, was the outcome of the battle will
the previous three years of both in the army and the sergeant be close. F6rtunately, our scientists
the Companies and the cotrimuni- said "jump." he jumped. At borne are meeting the challenge with
'
asleep. Longmore now a civilian
.
cations industry.
new and better insectfcides each
six'
-1
n
sergeant
dreamt
the
reports
that
.Counell
The Safety
-ual•'
" year But resistant strains of inthe communications industry con- Long ore did. right through his , sects seem to appear for each
the
to
window
15
feet
as
the
bedroom
tinues to hold first place
ErUrr
new spray
What's more, t h e
safest among all industry. The concrete path below. He sufiered chemicals are sometimes dangerous '
Bell Telephone Companies are the a sprained wrist
Ito man himself, and to the domestic
animals on which he depends for
life,
,
Good screenY and Scrupulous
cleanliness will, at least, keeti
ingects outside where they belong.
Repair breaks in screens at once.
leglir
Mosquito commandos can spy out
the slightest break and bring up
•
an attack force in almost no
time. Careful kitchen policing will
discourage enemy fifth columns.
Insert.:cirle 'bombs" cantaining pyrethrem and DDT are powerful
offen.ive weapons, but must be
used with caution to avoid harming
human beings and pets.
Despite all precautions. insect
attacks are frequently successful.
Fortunately, the bites are rarely
dangerous, merely uncomfortable.
Now that malaria and yellow fever
are under control, the greatest
danger lies in scratching where
It itches This can leai to infection
and possibly blood poisoning. Keep
the skin clean, apply calamine
.
.
- - _---------------------..
_
lotion, Epsom slink - -at- -tr-wet
•. '
------.......,.
Paste of 'equal - Vans. -cti 'bilking
treatmtnt
soda and water. This
will soothe the sting and the bites
i
should disappear shortly.
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SACK IN WASHINGTON, President Etsenhatitar
car window. That's Mamie beside him.
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MIEN HAVfRO, lust 15. and 64-year-old Casimir Ortechowskt, her former school teacher and S.,
bachelor all his life, are shown in Mosso..., Wis_. Cefore their scheduled Sept. 1 wedding. Helen's
Ontcritatioatak'..
father John once was one of Orzechowski's pupils, too. Orzer-howski has a farm.

Southern
Bell Wins
.,
Honor Award

GRAND RAPIDS. Mich. aft several
Truck driver Charles Weaver had
witnesses on hand Tuesday
when ViT
GALOREbacked his
heTN
aE
ccSid
EeEnEtaII
vehicle into a street light pole
and knocked it down. The accident
was witnessed by a city detective,
a reporter, the city attorney and
the city service director.
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rdedWd,„oitoilpi:t)ener't•ah.t'tnein:
Johnny
Ly
g t
oItin
mrheaseiwine:
will feature a series
Disneylandnopv.a'a
"
Freeze"
Deep
calledSonIm
showing an expedition currently at
the South Pole. Disney sent •
camera crew to the wasteland' last
December and the cameramen have
been frozen in since last March.
Miare film
will be flown to
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while your present car commands Its
peak trading value!
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before rising upkeep boosts the
natr‘-evailm
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present car!

Maar

and buy Olds...the big-car buy
with all the features you want.
.
plus, an attractive price
and value that lasts!
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YOU'Ill ALWAYS WELCOME AT YOUR OLDSMOBILI QUALITY DIALER'S!

„

J.',T. Hale Motor Sales
Seventh and Main

320 W. Broadway

Telephone 833 - Murray

Telephone 96 - Mayfield

RI CAREFUL i ;; DRIVE SAFELY!
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